Unbiased treatment effect estimates by modeling the disease process of multiple sclerosis.
Gadolinium-enhancing lesions in the brain are commonly used as a primary outcome measure of disease activity in phase I/II clinical trials in multiple sclerosis (MS). The advent of effective therapy and the cost of clinical trials have led some researchers to adopt a one-arm study design with selection towards patients showing MRI activity. Regression to the mean is recognized as an important consideration in these trials, but the additional confounding effect of alternating active and inactive phases of disease has not been considered. Simulated data were generated from Poisson and normal distributions to mimic outcomes from phase I/II clinical trials of patients with relapsing-remitting MS under a constant or changing disease process model. In all cases, conventional comparison of pretreatment to on-treatment measurements overestimated the treatment effect. Although correction for regression to the mean provided unbiased estimates of the treatment effect under a constant disease process model, this correction also overestimated the treatment effect when disease activity changed over time. Conversely, unbiased estimates of the treatment effect under an alternating (active/inactive) disease process were obtained by correctly accounting for regression to the mean and the disease process. The implications of these results are discussed in terms of efficacy and safety.